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Welcome to new member Millicent Russell.  At 17 years old, Millie is currently 
having a gap year before she heads off to Uni next year with thoughts of doing 
Astro Physics or Aeronautical Engineering.  Millie plans to achieve her Private 
Pilot Licence and hopefully we see her as Pilot In Command of Dad’s C172 very 
soon.  Have fun Millie! 
 
The flying club has received a donation of flying books from Doug Marchant.  
Pop in to peruse the titles. 
 
Lincoln Air Charter have safely returned from New Zealand with their new C207.  
Kevin has kindly provided us with insight to their trip on page 3.   
 
We have recently been notified that club member, Barry Besold, is currently in 
hospital.  Please drop in and say hello.  Thinking of you Barry. 
 
Prior to the Port Lincoln Air Show in October 2016, high school students across 
the Lower Eyre Peninsula were invited to apply for an aviation scholarship .  The 
inaugural Peter Teakle Aviation Scholarship was created to financially support a 
high school student to obtain a Private Pilot Licence.  Last week Peter Teakle and 
Barrie Rogers visited St Joseph’s School to announce the Inaugural Teakle       
Aviation Scholarship…….. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Please note AGM and AvSafety Seminar on page 2. 

 
 
 MAINTENANCE  

The new GPS in DRG.    

Read all about it on :- 

 https://buy.garmin.com  

 Aviation Products 

 Aera 660 

 Manuals 

 

 

 

 70.9 hours until 100 Hourly.   

 Slight wing tip damage not yet repaired 

 Radio Transmissions—no further complaints 
 

Tacho Time is from hangar to hangar - not hangar to fuel pump.   

Please notify Barry Cooke of any maintenance issues. 

CONGRATULATIONS SCHOLARSHIP WINNER 

Hannah Cash 
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Training Dates  

Cleaning Roster  

Jobs needing to be done  
 

 Vacuum cleaning - including dead flies in window ledges and spiders etc. 
 If needed, the hangar floor can be swept using the special vacuum cleaner kept in the store room. 
 Clean the bathroom with cleaning products on the stand in the bathroom or under the sink.  Mop and bucket in store-room for 

cleaning the bathroom floor. Empty bucket and place mop to dry If the shower has been used please clean the glass. 
 Empty the rubbish bins and fit new bin liners from the kitchen cupboard (under the microwave).  Put wheelie bin out for collection. 
 Wipe out refrigerators.  Check cupboards for any cleaning needs. 
 Crush cans and bag up to take to Recycle centre, Mortlock Terrace, if you can, if it’s a worthwhile load.  Put the proceeds in the 

drinks money box for future drink purchases please. 

July 1st & 2nd 15th & 16th 29th & 30th 

August 12th & 13th 26th & 27th  

September 9th & 10th 23rd & 24th  

October 7th & 8th 21st & 22nd  

Reminders 
 

 DRG Bookings at Tasman Hotel 08 8682 2133 - time required, name and phone number included 
in booking please. 

 Delayed ETA - please notify the person with the next booking if this conflicts with booking times. 
 Upon arrival to the flying club for a hire & fly - please fill in the details on the whiteboard. 
 Due to accounts being emailed - please remember to write your email address in the docket 

book. 

 

Next Meeting Date:  Thursday 20th July , 1930 

 *** IN CUMMINS *** 

June Sue Chappell 0428842560  Barry Cooke 0427001573  

July Kevin Warren 0428842092  Michael Martin 0428831090  

August Lyall Jaensch 0428821351  Brian Wegener 0427 822842  

September Mike Damp 0404471071  Brian Calderwood 0428846017  

October Trent Modra 0427766035  Steve Glover 0428767077  

November Campbell Forsythe 0455100363  Chris Jones 0428762346  

December Chris Szegeti  0418892179  Neville Markey  0429805133  

A G M 
 

Annual General Meeting 

Tuesday 12th August 



Kevin and Tony Warren's trans Tasman flight from                                 

New Zealand to Australia. 
 

The aircraft is a Cessna 207, it is a single engine,  full 7 seat aircraft, ie Pilot plus 6 passengers.  There is a forward luggage compartment as 

well as an area behind and alongside the rear seat for luggage.  There are two main cabin doors as per a Cessna 172/182, and a set of double 

doors at the rear on the right hand side.  The engine is a Continental IO -520 fuel injected of 300 HP for Take Off and 285 HP max continuous.  

Cruise speed is in the order of 130kts 

 

It had been advertised for sale in the Aviation Trader and other sites for some time, by Dennis Thompson International Aircraft Sales at 

Ardmore (Auckland) NZ.  I made enquiries about the aircraft and on the basis of that information flew to NZ  with Karl Jelinek to inspect the 

aircraft for ourselves, leaving on a Thursday afternoon and returning Saturday afternoon.  The inspection indicated some relatively minor  

rectifications which we believed would be easily sorted out if we ended up buying the aircraft.  On the basis of our inspection, I made an offer 

on the aircraft which was accepted by the owners. 

 

I then had a choice of flying the aircraft back to Australia as New Zealand registered, and have a C of A  to put it on the Australian register  

carried out in Australia, or have the Australian C of A carried out in NZ by an Australian Licenced LAME, and fly it home as an Australian      

aircraft.  We decided on the latter plan, which meant the aircraft had to be flown from Ardmore, South to a small airfield at Feilding (yes it is 

spelt that way) where a small company by the name of Avcraft carried out the necessary inspections and paperwork, and installed an         

electronic fuel flow meter in the aircraft so we would have an accurate indication of fuel burn on the trip across the Tasman Sea. 

 

As soon as the deal was done I applied for an Australian registration, and my chosen preference for VH-EVB was accepted by CASA. I then had 

to organise the flight to Feilding which had to be carried out before I could cancel the NZ registration.  CASA would not proceed with the 

change of ownership and registration details until the aircraft was deregistered in NZ.  This whole process was somewhat more drawn out 

than I had anticipated because I managed to mess up some of the paperwork, but it took some time before the aircraft could be flown to 

Feilding so as it turned out the timing worked out perfectly. 

 

The other factor that I had to keep in mind was the weather for the flight across the Tasman Sea.  I had originally planned to fly via Norfolk 

Island and Lord Howe island to Gold Coast airport.  Because the track was essentially NW I planned to leave on the leading edge of a High 

Pressure system which would give me a Southerly/South Easterly component and consequently a tail wind and fair weather. 

This meant keeping a close eye on the weather maps and planning ahead sufficiently to book airline seats allowing time to get to NZ, ensure 

the aircraft was  completed, carry out a check flight and get it to Kerikeri, which is an airport near the Bay of Islands near the Northern tip of 

the North Island which is the furthest place North that we could get Customs service to clear us from NZ in time to avail ourselves of the 

weather. 

 

The day  after we arrived in NZ Marg got an email informing us that there was no Avgas on Norfolk Island.  The distances between Kerikeri and 

Norfolk and Lord Howe to the mainland were such that we could make it OK on the standard fuel tanks in the aircraft. Having to fly direct to 

Lord Howe was a distance of 777 NM, well beyond our range.  This meant I had to arrange a ferry tank and a pump and means of transferring 

fuel from the ferry tank to the wing tanks at very short notice.  Fortunately Dennis Thompson who had brokered the sale, had ferry tanks and 

pumps from previous ferry trips by other aircraft, and I was able to organise sufficient gear from him from which we were able to plumb up a 

system.  Of course while all this was going on I had to give Customs a date and time for our departure from Kerikeri, which was really putting 

the pressure on.   

 

Tony and I arrived in NZ on Sunday arvo and flew down to Feilding on Monday, which happened to be the Queen's Birthday public               

holiday over there.   We stayed a couple of days helping sort out some final items whist the CASA representative completed the C of A           

paperwork.  Wednesday saw us ready to fly the aircraft and head for Ardmore where we had to pick up the Life Raft and immersion suits that 

had been  part of the sale, and get to work on fitting the ferry tank and pumps.  I had nominated Saturday morning 7.00 am as meeting time 

with the Customs at Kerikeri for an 8.00 am departure for Lord Howe.  We tried to get a clearance from Feilding direct to Ardmore at 8500 

feet on top of cloud, but when we turned our transponder to the code the controller gave us, it showed 700 feet underground at 1500 feet, 

so we had no choice but to stay OCTA below cloud and above the mountainous country below.  There was a lot of very inhospitable country 

along the track as well as a couple of active volcanoes.  Our arrival at Ardmore, which is like Parafield is to Adelaide, at around 3.00pm saw us 

push the aircraft into Dennis's hangar and get stuck into the ferry installation, as we were going to have to get our skates on to ensure that we 

got it in and working reliably. 

 

Dennis had a 186 litre aluminium tank which fitted perfectly across the fuselage at the second row of seats position, the transfer pump setup 

consisted of two pumps.  The main pump was an 12 volt electric fuel pump, which was backed up with a hand pump from a Harvard aircraft 

Dennis thought.  The rubber tubing was  somewhat old and perished so we removed it all. 

   

 



I had been giving a fair bit of thought as to how we could get fuel into the main fuel tank without interfering with any of the fuel system with 

the possibility of introducing a problem.  I finally came up with the idea of removing the fuel drain at the underside of the wing root from 

the LH wing and pumping the fuel into the tank at that point.  An air vent which would allow the passage of the fuel hose through the      

window was placed very fortuitously just below and behind the drain. 

 

Wednesday saw us with the installation basically in place so that we could work out what we needed in the way of hose and fittings to get it 

all plumbed up on Thursday.  We put about 20 or 30 litres of fuel in the tank to test its integrity and left for our motel as it was getting dark.   

 

Thursday, we awoke to frost and ice everywhere, but a beautiful day.  We found a cafe for breakfast close to a Repco and Mitre 10 stores 

where we were able to get some of our plumbing and other "stuff" that we needed for securing the tank etc.  We also had to get other   

materials for our trip, such as a bucket with a lid and toilet paper just in case.  I had taken an esky with us and planned to put our emergency 

rations in it so that we could just toss it out and it would float and keep our rations etc dry.  There was a Woolworth's store there also, so I 

bought some cans of baked beans and spaghetti with tear off lids, bottled water and some chocolate and biscuits.  We couldn't get all our 

parts we wanted at Repco, but just down the road on the way to the airport we found a Super Cheap Auto store and were able to get our tie 

down straps and fuel hose there.  It's amazing how much time you can lose in trying to find this "stuff" when you are in an unfamiliar city, 

and it was closer to lunch time by the time we got back to the aeroplane.  And of course we still had the transponder problem?? 

 

Of course "Murphy's Law" always applies when things need to happen in a hurry, and when we opened the doors of the plane there was a 

strong smell of fuel.  Bugger!!!!  We found the carpet under the fuel tank saturated with fuel.  On removal of the tank we found a small 

weep from a tiny pinhole in a weld.  This looked like being a major set back as time was getting away and we were not able to get the tank 

welded.  I perused the idea of getting some epoxy glue to put over the area, but trying to obtain something suitable with the nearest shops 

some distance away was problematic.  In desperation I rang Karl Jelinek to see if he had any ideas.  He suggested I drill a hole in the tank at 

the position of the pinhole and screw a self tapping screw into it.  Tony and I were very concerned that if this didn't work we were only going 

to make the hole bigger and still have the same trouble.  Anyway with our hearts in our mouths we drilled the smallest hole we could fit a 

screw into  and I wrapped some thread tape around the screw after I'd started it in the hole and screwed it in tight.  We then added fuel to 

the tank again and watched for leaks.  There were none, Karl's fix had worked perfectly.  The rest of the day disappeared  rapidly in getting 

the installation finally rigged and ready.  I purchased all new fuel hose and the extra fittings we needed, and by Thursday evening everything 

was essentially ready to try, although we found that we had to rethink part of the plumbing and would need to swap some parts and get 

others.   We had managed to get an Avionics company come to the aircraft and check our transponder.  As it turned out the encoder was 

totally U/S, so we replaced it with a new one, and it all worked perfectly.  All it needed was more money!! 

 

Next morning we were back at the cafe for breakfast and were able to get the parts we wanted, although we decided that as we had room 

and lifting capacity, we would purchase some extra fuel  capacity and decided on three 20 litre containers  and a funnel that we could add to 

the ferry tank in an emergency, but it was still mid morning before we got back to Ardmore.  By lunch time we were ready to try the system 

and with the hose disconnected from the wing tank we flushed fuel through the system using both pumps to ensure there was no foreign 

matter in it.  There did turn out to be a bit in it and we continued the process until we were only pumping clean fuel.  We'd thoroughly 

cleaned and flushed the tank the previous day and also installed a fuel filter into the line just before it exited the cabin through the air vent 

and a valve that we could shut off to prevent fuel flowing back down into the ferry tank when we were not transferring.  Finally we made 

the connection to the drain position and pumped around 20 litres from the ferry tank into the wing.  It worked perfectly.  We had attached 

the tank hold down/restraint straps to the seat rails using special fittings that Dennis had from previous flights.  It was then only a matter of 

packing the seats securely in the rear, and getting our rations and emergency gear organised into the esky and sealing it.  We were finally 

able to push the aircraft out of the hangar  and refuel everything at around 3.00 pm.  We filled all containers but left some fuel out of the LH 

wing tank so that we could transfer fuel from the ferry tank to the wing during the flight as a final proving test during the flight to           

Kerikeri where we had to be next morning at 7.00 am for customs.  

 

We departed Ardmore at around 4-00 pm and skirted OCTA around the Auckland international Airport, (thank goodness for GPS) for Kerikeri 

and arrived around sunset.  The airport manager met us and topped up our fuel and then graciously dropped us off to a motel in town.  It 

was around this time that we found there could be serious delays at Lord Howe and the Gold Coast because of paperwork issues and Bio 

Security.  However, with some frantic phone calls texts and emails between Margaret at home, customs at Lord Howe and the company 

handling the import of the aircraft in Melbourne and the Fixed Base Operator at the Gold Coast who were handling the Bio Security aspect 

we were able to get it all sorted. 

 

Tony and I walked to a nearby pub for a well earned beer and a meal as we hadn't eaten since breakfast.  The beer was great and the meal 

had to be the biggest I had ever seen.  I think they must be used to feeding some of those big Maori lads.  I was embarrassed to have to 

leave so much behind.  We arranged for a cab to take us to the airport at 0530 on Saturday morning so that we could be fully prepared for 

Customs and ready to go as soon as that process was completed.  There was an early Air New Zealand flight leaving at 7.00 am so all the 

lights were on making our task much simpler.  The Customs officer arrived shortly after 0700 and the process was quite straight forward 

with no problems. 

 



We had previously briefed on how we would manage an emergency that necessitated a ditching at sea and made a final check that all our 

emergency gear was stowed securely and tied a rope between the life raft and the esky so that they would remain attached and accessible 

should the need arise. Both of us carried a beacon attached to our belts, but did not wear life jackets, having them close to hand instead. 

 

We took off at 0810 am from Kerikeri under about 4/8 of Strato Cumulus cloud at 4,500 feet set course for Lord Howe Island 777 nm and 

around 6.5 hours flight time and climbed to 6,500 feet on top in smooth conditions.  I had previously texted Marg with our flight details and 

a SAR time , and advised her of our departure.  I also let Malcolm Catt and Karl know. 

 

It was a rather strange feeling seeing the land slip away from under us  with nothing but the vastness of the Tasman Sea ahead!   

 

The flight conditions were nice and smooth and the cloud below us varied from a few eighths to undercast at times.  We had been very 

kindly loaned a Satellite phone by Rueben Turner who works with Karl at Tuna City Aviation and planned to call Margaret at 1 hourly     in-

tervals with a position report.  We'd carried out a check call prior to departure to ensure comms, and were able to contact Marg on time to 

pass on our varying positions.  This meant that if a Search were required there would be a course trajectory to work from and a last positive 

position to start from with only??? about 120 nm of search area.    

 

We decided to start transferring fuel as soon as practicable after burning off fuel from the LH wing tank which we used exclusively, to       

ensure we always had the maximum amount of fuel in the wing tanks without overfilling.  We'd carried out a timed transfer on the ground 

at Ardmore, so we had an approximate idea of how much fuel we would transfer in a given time which was 1.8 litres/minute. This figure 

worked out in practice, but we had also calibrated a dipstick for the ferry tank so that we could ensure a positive transfer and an actual 

quantity.  The system worked flawlessly and everything was going swimmingly!!!   That was until about half way  across when I noticed the 

oil temperature had jumped several degrees.  That REALLY got my attention as it had been sitting rock steady at 93 deg C to that point, and 

suddenly it was 101 deg.  The oil pressure remained at 63 PSI where it had been.  I kept an eagle eye on the temperature and was alarmed 

to see it gradually increasing, and the pressure drop to 61 PSI.  We had not used any oil in the two and a half hours of flying between     

Feilding and Kerikeri, and I had topped the oil up to the max 12 quarts before we left Kerikeri.  Then I was worried that I might have not 

have secured the dipstick or oil filler cap properly , but was certain I'd double checked before we took off. 

 

I opened the engine cooling flaps a bit more and after a while the increasing temp stopped and slowly started to decline which came as a 

considerable relief to us both.  I believe the "problem" was due to the fact that as we flew further North the outside air had gotten warmer 

which of course had affected the oil temperature.  There hadn't been any significant increase on the OAT guage, but they are not known for 

their accuracy at any time.  Not long after this our primary GPS failed!!   However we were both using OzRunways on our  

Ipads which continued to work brilliantly. 

 

By the time we were about 70 to 80 miles from Lord Howe, the weather had started to deteriorate a bit and there were numerous rain 

showers about with significant rain and reduced visibility.  I decided that we would descend early and aim to the East of Lord Howe to     

ensure we would become visual in plenty of time as there are a couple of almost 4,000 foot mountains on the island, the tops of which were 

very definitely going to be in cloud.  Tony was the first to spot the island behind a curtain of rain and we were able to navigate around the 

showers to make an approach to land to the East.  The wind was for all intentional purpose straight down the strip, but even so, the final 

approach was interesting with some fairly hefty down drafts to contend with, requiring several significant power additions and reductions to 

get onto the runway.  We landed smoothly and taxied the remainder of the runway to park near the terminal area at the Eastern end of the 

airport.  It was with some sense of relief that we shut down the engine, and realised we had made it.  Well 2/3 anyway. 

 

We have a niece/cousin living and working on Lord Howe Island who had sorted out some accommodation for us in a friend's house who 

was living back in Australia.   It was nice to catch up with her as we hadn't seen one another for around 15 years. 

 

Lord Howe Island is quite small, only about 7 km long, most of it is quite rugged.   The South Eastern end rises almost vertically from the sea 

to almost 4,000 feet in two very prominent monoliths.  The North Western end is still quite high with very rugged coast line between the 

ends on the North East facing shore.  The Western side has a shallow lagoon which provides some protection to the central areas of the 

island.  The airport lies East West across the island through a shallow depression that separates the two higher ends.   The houses and motel 

accommodation lie in the middle of the island to the West of the airport amongst very luxuriant growth of sub tropical forest and palm 

trees, most of which are the Kentia species native to the island which provided income for the residents with seed sales for the hugely    

popular variety in home gardens all around the world.  There are few cars and the speed limit is only 25 kph so seat belts are not required.  

 

I had originally planned to depart for the Gold Coast the following day, Sunday, however the weather for arrival on the mainland didn't look 

too flash, so we decided to stay an extra day.  Kathy lent us her little car and Tony and I had a tour around.  It didn't take long.  The roads are 

all sealed and all the power is underground.  Most of the population are descendants from the the Bounty Mutineers. 

Tony decided to go for a hike around some walking tracks in the arvo, however the events of the previous few weeks and the mental      

gymnastics in getting everything planned and physically underway were catching up with me and I took the opportunity to have a snooze 

and relax. 

 

 



Monday morning saw the Gold Coast forecast improve, although there was still significant weather all along the mountains and coastal strip in 

NSW and Queensland, so I made the decision to go for it.  The day was fully overcast at Lord Howe and looked quite bleak.  There were    

patches of Cumulus below down to around 2,500 feet associated with showers.  The tops of the highest peaks of the island were well into 

cloud.  Departing at 0810 (again!!) we climbed out intending to turn right and have a look at the highest end of the island and perhaps check 

out Balls Pyramid, which is a vertical spire that rears up almost 3,000 feet out of the ocean 15 miles to the South East.  However the mountains 

and that section of the island were in cloud and rain, and I didn't want to get mixed up in any mechanical turbulence that would be down wind 

of that area, so we turned left, back over the airport and set heading for the Gold Coast climbing to 4,500 feet.  

 

The Cumulus cloud tops frequently went up into the cloud layer above and some of them were quite large.   Occasional thunderstorms were 

forecast and it was often difficult to see whether we were near a storm or not.  The flying was generally smooth and we were able to mostly 

thread our way between the lower cloud and  rain showers, but after about an hour we were confronted with a solid bank of cloud and rain 

which extended out of sight to our left and right.  I had been monitoring our gyro instruments ever since we took off on the first flight, to    

ascertain their reliability in case we were confronted with instrument conditions, and as they had been OK, we flew on. 

We were on instruments for about an hour in rain until we finally started emerging into an area of layers of cloud which gave us an occasional 

view of the Tasman Sea below us.  It wasn't a particularly pleasant sight as the sea was quite rough and a ditching there would have been    

interesting to say the least. The cloud continued to open a bit and then quite suddenly we were able to hear Brisbane Centre on the radio 

which, even though we were still about 100 miles offshore, was a big morale booster.  At least we could call for help if an emergency arose.  It 

was not until we were about 25 miles out that we caught our first view of the coastline South of Gold Coast.  We obtained our clearance to 

enter the control zone and made an uneventful landing in pleasant weather conditions.  The Tower was very helpful in providing guidance to 

the Platinum Aviation ramp where we had to meet the Bio Security agent.  He was waiting for us, and after we had shut down he passed us a 

can of insect spray through the window which we had to spray around the cabin.  After a few minutes, he told us we could open up and get 

out.  It was sooo good to be back on solid ground.  The agent had a brief look inside the aircraft to satisfy himself we were not carrying any 

meat, fruit or vegetables, etc, signed off our paperwork and we were free to go. 

 

It had been our plan to fly from Gold Coast to Moree and stay with friends David and Joanne Warburton there overnight, but when Tony rang 

them, Dave indicated the weather was not too good at the time but he expected it to clear shortly.  So Tony and I took the opportunity to add 

some fuel and take up the offer of tea or coffee in the lounge.  About 40 minutes later Dave called back to say it had cleared, so we headed 

back out to the aircraft.  

 

We obtained a clearance to depart the Gold Coast at 1,500 feet South bound offshore, and staying below the control area steps until we were 

able to climb above our lowest safe altitude, and were then able to turn West across the mountains for Moree.  The weather was not too flash 

for this sector either and we were forced to divert several times around some big build ups of cloud.  The weather at Moree had improved 

significantly and we had no trouble in making our arrival and landing.  Dave offered us fuel at $1.93 litre, so, as the leg from Moree to Port   

Lincoln was within a couple of miles of the distance from NZ to Lord Howe I filled all our tanks. 

 

Tuesday dawned a beautiful clear calm day for the final run home, and would you believe we departed again at 0810!! tracking direct for    

Renmark where I was going to meet two of my brothers and their wives for lunch.  The flight was in clear calm conditions, and Tony got a 

chance to get some shuteye after a big night with Dave the night before.  My brothers met us at the airport when we landed at 1230 with a 

very welcome lunch and "cuppa".  We stayed about an hour and a half before heading for Port Lincoln via Balaklava  with a bit more cloud 

around again but we were on top in calm conditions and finally arrived home at 1530, where the aircraft went straight to work flying a         

customer with some freight to Thistle Island. 

 

We had been away nine days, flown a total distance of 2,441 nm in a flight time of around 20 hours over 1,131 nm of water in the Tasman Sea 

in some very "interesting" weather conditions.  Would I do it again?  Not in a single engine aeroplane, and I would have to be                         

significantly coerced  even in a twin.   I'm very glad that I have done it, even though it was a very demanding trip with the unfamiliarity of flying 

in New Zealand and the Tasman Sea crossing.  The lack of fuel at Norfolk Island actually saved us an extra 186 nm of over water flight.  Both 

Tony and I feel that we are not likely to create any competition for other ferry pilots in the business.  Once was definitely enough.  We had 

initially considered taking Shannon Miller along for the experience, but he was in the end unable to go.  I believe this was perhaps fortunate as 

Tony and I worked well together as a team, and I would like to thank him for his valuable contribution, particularly in NZ where he was able to 

navigate with OzRunways whilst I concentrated on the flying.  Likewise on the over water legs, he communicated with Margaret on Ruben's 

satphone with position reports.  The unscheduled addition of the ferry tank would have made things somewhat cramped in the aircraft with a 

third person on board, and I believe the stress levels with having to deal with an extra passenger in considering an emergency ditching would 

have eaten significantly into our safety margins.  At least if Shannon wants the experience he can go and do it himself.  Tony and I can give him 

all the advice he needs. 

 

We are very happy with the aircraft and it will not take the amount of work that our Cherokee Six took to lick into the condition we want for 

our clients.  We added no engine oil other than the 1 quart at Kerikeri  for the whole flight.  The engine runs very smoothly and the three blad-

ed propeller has just had an overhaul prior to us taking delivery.  Here's hoping it will go on to serve us well for many years to come.   

 

If you haven't been, New Zealand is a beautiful place to visit and it is very cheap to get there.  There is some fantastic country unlike anything 

you can see in Australia, and they drive cars on the same side of the road.  Just give yourself plenty of time.  You won't regret it.   


